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We say that the operator U is defined by the kernel function K.
(11 .6.1 )    The compact operator U in G has a compact adjoint which is defined
by the kernel function K* such that K*(s, t) = K(/, s).
We prove for a ^ x < b the Identity
(11.6.1.1)     [*g(t) dt (\(s, 0/0) ds = f /(s) Js pK(s, 00(0 ^
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which, for x = £, will yield the result by definition. Both sides of (11.6.1.1)
are differentiate functions of x in [a, b], by (8.7.3) and Leibniz's rule
(8.11.2); they vanish for x = a, and their derivatives are equal at each
xe [a, b] by (8.7.3) and (8.11.2), hence they are equal everywhere in [a, b]
(8.6.1).
We leave to the reader the expression of the criterion (11.5.6) for that
particular case (the "Fredholm alternative").
If K(^ s) = K(£, t) (in which case the kernel K is called hermitiari), the
compact operator U is self-adjoint. As the prehilbert space G is separable
((7.4.3) or (7.4.4)), it can be considered as a dense subspace of a Hilbert
space G (6.6.2), and therefore we can apply to the operator U the results
of (11.5.8). We shall denote by (An) the sequence of the (positive or negative)
eigenvalues of U, each being repeated a number of times equal to its mul-
tiplicity, and ordered in such a way that |AJ ^ I^+J; and we will denote
by ((pn) an orthonorrnal system in G such that, if the values of n for which
Xn = f*k (resp. AB = vk) are m,m+ I, ...,m + r, then <pm , <pm + i9 . . . , <pm+r
constitute a basis for the eigenspace E(/^) (resp. E(vA)); we therefore have
>n) = hn<pn for each n. The (pn are called eigenfunctions of the kernel K.
(11.6.2)    IfK is a hermit ian kernel, the series £ 1* is convergent and
n
!#< !bdt!b\K(S,t)\2dS.
n	Ja       Ja
Indeed, if we apply the Bessel inequality (6.5.2) to the function s -» K(s, t)
and to the orthonormal system ((pn), we obtain, for any N
N
I
 s, t)<pn(s) ds

